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Fetron - solid state vacuum tube replacement

Fetrons were introduced in 1972/1973 by Teledyne Semiconductor company.

As the title already states these are semiconductor components intended for tube replacement.
They were manufactured in thick film technology (with JFETs). There exist different models for
replacement of diverse tube types.

A Fetron behaves similar to a pentode:
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Obviously there is no heater, no vacuum and neither a screen grid nor a suppressor grid.

There are models that replace pentodes (e.g. 6968, 7543, 6AK5W, EF95) and others that
replace double triodes (e.g. ECC81, 12AU7). The latter ones seem to be only suited for specific
circuits due to the completely different characteristic curve compared to a tube triode.

Teledyne corporation advertised with long term stability, lower power consumption and lower price
than tubes. The aim basically was component replacement for high-grade devices (e.g. measuring
instruments) to operate them for a prolonged period past the tube era. 

Fetrons can also be measured with the RoeTest.

I tried that for the model TR1018.
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First I created a new tube type “Fetron”:

The properties of the Fetron were taken into account (no heater, no vacuum, etc.) and only the
reasonable tests were allowed.
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Subsequently I created the following data-set in the tube database:
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The following shows the result of the static measurement and the recording of the characteristic 
curve (TR1018):

                      


